
Charnell Parker
Profile
Proven ability to provide 8+ years of enthusiastic, tactful, and detail-oriented 

customer service. Adept in interpersonal skills to interact with diverse individuals 

and groups at all organization levels. Motivated to work as part of a team or as an 

individual contributor.  A fast learner that continues to provide in fast-paced and 

stressful environments.

Employment History
Pharmacy Technician, Walgreens, Tulsa
A U G U S T  2 0 2 1

- Helps health care providers and patients by greeting them in person and by phone, 

answering questions and requests, and referring inquiries to the pharmacist.

- Maintains pharmacy inventory by checking pharmaceutical stock to determine 

inventory level, anticipating needed medications and supplies, placing and 

expediting orders, verifying receipt, and removing outdated drugs.

- Maintains a safe and clean pharmacy by complying with procedures, rules, and 

regulations.

- Contributes to team effort by accomplishing related results as needed.

Polysomnography Technician, PM Sleep Lab, Wichita
A P R I L  2 0 1 4  —  M A R C H  2 0 2 1

- Provide excellent customer service

-Demonstrated computer skills, effective written and verbal communication skills, 

customer service, and teamwork skills appropriate for this position

- Performs sleep testing and analysis and associated sleep interventions

-Follow all procedural protocols to ensure the collection of appropriate data

Temp Key Holder / Sales Associate, Lane Bryant, Wichita
A U G U S T  2 0 1 3  —  J U N E  2 0 1 7

- Responsible for opening and closing store and registers

- Delegated tasks and responsibilities to the employees of the store

- Interacted with customers in a friendly and enthusiastic fashion

- Attended all sales training activities

- Ensured customer satisfaction by maintaining quality and standards of the retail 

outlet

Details
316-992-5993

charnellparker@gmail.com

Skills
Leadership

Computer Skills

Ability to Multitask

Ability to Work in a Team

Fast Learner

Ability to Work Under Pressure

Leadership Skills

Multitasking Skills

Excellent Communication Skills

Customer Service Skills

mailto:charnellparker@gmail.com

